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ABSTRACT: For using targeted covalent inhibitors (TCIs) as
anticancer and antiviral drugs, we establish that the model
compounds PCMPS (p-chloromercuriphenyl sulfate) and PCMB
(p-chloromercuribenzoate) are inhibitors of the DEDDh family of
exonucleases. The underlying mechanism is analyzed by X-ray
crystallography, activity/nucleic acid-binding assays, and all-atom
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The first TCI-complexed
structures of a DEDDh enzyme, the Lassa fever virus NP exonuclease
(NPexo), are resolved to elucidate that the Cys409 binding site is
away from the active site and the RNA-binding lid. The NPexo
C409A structures indicate Cys461 as the alternative distal site for
obstructing the equally active mutant. All-atom MD simulations of
the wild type and mutant NPexos in explicit solvent uncover an allosteric inhibition mechanism that the local perturbation induced
by PCMPS sulfonate propagates to impact the RNA-binding lid conformation. Binding assay studies confirm that PCMPS does
affect the RNA binding of NPexo. The predicted relative potency between PCMPS and PCMB is also in line with experiments. The
structural data and inhibition mechanism established in this work provide an important molecular basis for the drug development of
TCIs.
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■ INTRODUCTION

TCIs are small molecules that block the protein activity by
reacting with specific amino acids. Currently, TCIs account for
∼30% of the marketed therapeutics1 and are gaining
recognition as a promising strategy for treating complex
diseases such as cancer and viral infection. A recent example is
the ARS-1620 anticancer drug that induces tumor regression
with high potency and selectivity by targeting the G12C
cysteine in KRAS.2,3 The structural information on protein-
TCI complexes primarily reveals binding at a ligand-binding or
catalytic site.4 As these loci are usually conserved, a
disadvantage of TCIs is the potential off-target toxicity.1 As
an alternative mechanism for medical applications, a
fundamental question is whether the chemical modification
of TCIs at a distal site could exhibit functional impact
allosterically.
In this regard, we consider the sulfhydryl reactive PCMPS

and PCMB.5 Such organomercurials target cysteine residues
and have been shown to reduce the activities of more than 10
classes of enzymes,6−13 including nucleases.14,15 The structural
data of protein-organomercurial complexes are limited to the
Charcot-Leyden protein16 and carbonic anhydrase 2,17,18 and
interestingly, they indicate that the activity reduction does not
necessarily come from a change in the overall conformation.

Protein oligomerization affected by the TCIs has been
proposed but does not explain their inhibition on monomeric
proteins.7−9 Because organomercurials can competitively block
other chemical modifications such as oxidization and
alkylation,9 they have been applied to evaluate the importance
of cysteine residues in a target for stability, oligomerization,7−9

and substrate binding.19 Interpretation of the results, though, is
complicated by the unknown and site-specific effects of TCI on
the enzyme conformational dynamics.
To investigate the potential of applying TCIs as antiviral or

anticancer therapies, we employed PCMPS and PCMB here as
model systems to study the inhibition by covalent linkage on
DEDDh exonuclease family members in the activities of
digesting various DNA and RNA substrates. Enzymes in this
family participate in various pathways of DNA repair,
genotoxic stress response, DNA degradation, RNA maturation,
RNA interference, and RNA turnover.20 In addition to RNase
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T, CRN-4, and NPexo in Lassa fever virus,14,15 PCMPS and
PCMB are established here as inhibitors that can broadly affect
DEDDh exonucleases, also inhibiting Exo X, TREX1, TREX2,
and SARS-CoV-2 nsp14. Although TREX1 is a promising
route for cancer immunotherapy,21,22 NPexo is an important
target for blocking the Lassa fever virus replication.23−26

Similarly, nsp14 is essential for COVID-19 pathogenesis
because of the RNA proofreading function and a focus of
drug development.27−30 nsp14 inhibitors potentially have
broad applications in coronavirus (CoV) family related
therapies.28−32

In this work, the first TCI-complexed structures of a
DEDDh family member are solved by crystallizing the C-
terminal domain of NPexo in the apo form and in the presence
of PCMPS or PCMB for both the native sequence and the
C409A mutant. The overall NPexo conformation is well
preserved, and TCI ligation only slightly perturbs local
structures. The first targeted site is found to be Cys409 distal
to the active site. NPexo C409A retains the exonuclease
activity, but PCMPS or PCMB still inhibits the enzyme by
targeting Cys461, which is also away from the DEDDh active
site region.
To elucidate the underlying mechanism of such TCI

inhibition from distal sites, a series of all-atom molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations in explicit solvent were conducted
starting from the newly solved NPexo structures.
Our results show that through the interaction network in the

DEDDh exonuclease structure, local perturbation mediated by
the ligated PCMPS can propagate to affect the conformation at
the substrate-binding region. To test the predicted mechanism
of allosteric inhibition, we used gel shift assays to confirm that
the distal bonding of PCMPS or PCMB indeed affects the

substrate binding ability in both the wild-type and mutant
NPexo.

■ RESULTS

DEDDh Exonucleases Are Inhibited by PCMPS and PCMB

The chemical structures of PCMPS and PCMB are illustrated
in Figure 1A. As a systematic test whether these organo-
mercurial TCIs can broadly inhibit DEDDh exonucleases, we
purified six classical members, involving E. coli RNase T, E. coli.
Exo X, mouse TREX1, mouse TREX2, SARS-CoV-2 nsp14,
and Lassa fever virus NPexo (Figure S1A), to conduct
inhibitor-coupled nuclease activity assay. Sequences of the
DNA/RNA substrates are listed at Table S1. For inhibiting
RNase T, Exo X, TREX1, and TREX2, the 0.1 μM and 1 μM
PCMPS concentration was found to reduce and abolish the
exonuclease activity, respectively, in digesting a FAM-labeled
ssDNA 20mer substrate (Figure 1B−E). To achieve similar
inhibition over these enzymes, the required PCMB concen-
tration is 1 to 10 μM (Figure 1B−E). For SARS-CoV-2 nsp14,
100 μM PCMPS inhibits the exonuclease activity in digesting
FAM-labeled ssRNA 20mer (Figure 1G).
In addition to the wild type NPexo, its two mutant forms of

the C409A single mutation and the C409A/C461A double
mutation were also purified, and both mutants demonstrate
exonuclease activities and substrate preference similar to those
of the wild type. At the 0.5 μM protein concentration, all three
NPexos completely degrade full-length dsRNA but not full-
length ssRNA (Figure S1B, C). NPexo digesting dsRNA more
effectively is consistent with the observation in previous
studies.24,25

Figure 1. Inhibition efficiency of PCMPS and PCMB on various DEDDh exonucleases. (A) Chemical structures of PCMPS and PCMB. (B−E)
Inhibition efficiency of PCMPS and PCMB on 0.5 μM RNase T, 0.2 μM Exo X, 0.1 μM TREX1, and 0.2 μM TREX2. The substrates are ssDNA.
PCMPS and PCMB fully inhibit the nuclease activity of these DEDDh exonucleases at a inhibitor concentration between 1 and 10 μM. Capital C
stands for the control group. (F) Inhibition efficiency of PCMPS and PCMB on 2 μM NPexo in digesting ssRNA or dsRNA substrates. PCMPS
and PCMB fully inhibit the nuclease activity of NPexo at an inhibitor concentration between 10 and 100 μM. (G) Inhibition efficiency of PCMPS
on 4 μM SARS-CoV-2 nsp14. The substrate is ssRNA. PCMPS fully inhibits the nuclease activity of nsp14 at an inhibitor concentration of 100 μM.
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PCMPS and PCMB can inhibit the activities of the wild type

as well as the mutant NPexos. With the enzyme at 2 μM, 10

μM PCMPS and 100 μM PCMB are sufficient to reduce the

exonuclease activity as most of FAM-labeled ssRNA or dsRNA

are retained (Figure 1F and Figure S4). Refined analysis shows

that 4 μM PCMPS completely blocks the ssRNA digestion at 2

μM NPexo, while for the more susceptible dsRNA, 0.6 μM

PCMPS blocks the activity at 0.3 μM NPexo (Figure S1D).

Together, PCMPS and PCMB are indeed inhibitors of

DEDDh exonucleases with the former exhibiting stronger

inhibition power.

Crystal Structures of NPexo Complexed with PCMPS or
PCMB

To uncover the targeted residue by which the organomercurial
TCI inhibits a DEDDh exonuclease, we crystallized and
determined the X-ray structures of the nuclease domain of
NPexo (342−569) in the apo form and in complexation with
PCMPS or PCMB. The PCMPS or PCMB were incubated
with the NPexo protein for 10 min at 4 °C before
cocrystallization experiments. In the absence of an inhibitor,
the nuclease domain of NPexo exhibits an identical fold as in
the structures of a full-length NPexo23 and a dsRNA bound
nuclease domain of NPexo24,25 (Figure 2 and Figure S2).

Figure 2. Apo-NPexo crystal structure. Left, overall structure of the nuclease domain of NPexo. Right, active site structure of NPexo, which displays
a classical conformation similar to other DEDDh exonucleases. Middle, structure of the Zn binding site. The zinc ion has a structural role bound by
Glu399, Cys506, His509, and Cys529.

Table 1. Data Collection and Refinement Statisticsa

apo-NPexo
NPexo-PCMPS

complex
NPexo-PCMB

complex apo-NPexo C409A
NPexo C409A-
PCMPS complex

NPexo C409A-PCMB
complex

data collection PDB: 7V37 PDB: 7V38 PDB: 7V39 PDB: 7V3A PDB: 7V3B PDB: 7V3C

wavelength (Å) 0.97622 0.99311 1.00000 1.00000 0.99258 0.99263

space group I222 P212121 P212121 P212121 P212121 P212121
asymmetric unit 2 monomers 2 monomers 2 monomers 2 monomers 2 monomers 2 monomers

cell dimensions

a, b, c (Å) 74.13, 121.27, 137.72 50.23, 74.01, 140.81 50.19, 76.29, 140.78 59.43, 71.53, 127.32 58.90, 69.19, 122.70 58.81, 68.85, 123.85

α, β, γ (deg) 90.0, 90.0, 90.0 90.0, 90.0, 90.0 90.0, 90.0, 90.0 90.0, 90.0, 90.0 90.0, 90.0, 90.0 90.0, 90.0, 90.0

resolution (Å) 30.0−2.4 (2.49−2.4) 30.0−2.4 (2.49−2.4) 30.0−2.2 (2.28−2.2) 30.0−2.1 (2.18−2.1) 30.0−1.8 (1.86−1.8) 30.0−1.9 (1.97−1.9)
Rsym or Rmerge 10.1 (49.4) 8.5 (49.6) 8.9 (39.5) 8.9 (44.7) 6.3 (49.7) 5.8 (47.6)

I/ σI 15.0 (2.0) 36.2 (2.6) 28.9 (4.7) 25.5 (2.6) 41.1 (3.2) 41.6 (2.3)

completeness (%) 98.8 (98.3) 98.9 (92.5) 99.9 (100.0) 99.8 (99.5) 99.8 (99.8) 99.6 (99.5)

redundancy 4.6 (3.7) 11.8 (10.2) 6.3 (6.1) 6.5 (5.5) 11.1 (10.4) 9.2 (6.7)

phasing method molecular replacement Hg-SAD molecular
replacement

molecular
replacement

Hg-SAD molecular
replacement

refinement

resolution (Å) 28.7−2.4 29.8−2.4 28.8−2.2 29.8−2.1 29.9−1.8 26.4−1.9
No. reflections 23991 20782 28191 32331 47464 40356

Rwork/Rfree 20.1/25.0 21.2/26.1 20.4/23.5 20.6/24.1 17.8/21.8 18.8/22.4

rms deviations

bond lengths (Å) 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.007 0.004

bond angles (deg) 0.495 0.490 0.430 0.403 0.889 0.636

Ramachandran blot
statistics (%)

favored region 98.2 97.52 97.51 98.01 97.07 97.46

allowed region 1.8 2.48 2.49 1.99 2.93 2.54

outlier region 0 0 0 0 0 0
aEach structure was obtained from a single crystal. Values in parentheses are for highest-resolution shell.
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Therefore, truncation of the N-terminal domain and substrate
binding do not affect the NPexo structure.
The 3′-5′ exonuclease activity in the DEDDh family has a

common nuclease domain of a mixed αβ fold with four
conserved acidic residues (DEDD) and a histidine (h) general
base to bind two magnesium ions at the active site.20,33 The
NPexo active-site residues Asp389, Glu391, Asp466, His528,
and Asp533 in the apo form (apo-NPexo) adopt the same
arrangement as in other DEDDh exonucleases (Figure 2). The
apo-NPexo structure also contains a zinc ion coordinated by
Glu399, Cys506, His509, and Cys529 near the active site
(Figure 2). The zinc ion is not involved in catalysis and ought
to play a structural role.23

Crystals of the NPexo-PCMPS complex were obtained at the
crystallization reagents with 2 mM PCMPS. This 1.85- to 2.4-
fold excess of inhibitor over NPexo in the solution phase of
crystal growing is within the range conducted for the inhibitor-
coupled nuclease activity assays. The mercury signals were
screened by a fluorescence energy scan before the diffraction
data we collected, and the NPexo-PCMPS structure was
determined by single-wavelength anomalous dispersion (SAD)
and refined to the 2.4 Å resolution. For the NPexo-PCMPS
structure, the crystallization conditions, diffraction, and
refinement statistics are reported in Table S2 and Table 1.
As the first structure for a DEDDh family member

complexed with a TCI, the NPexo-PCMPS structure illustrates

that PCMPS forms a mercury−sulfur bond with Cys409
(Figure 3A), which is on the protein surface and far away from
the active site. The omit map analysis shows that the electron
density map in the sulfonate region of PCMPS is rather broad
and provides less stringent restraints in fitting to the three-
dimensional structure (Figure 3B), suggesting that the
sulfonate area of Cys409-PCMPS is somewhat flexible in the
crystal. This result is in line with the lack of hydrogen bonding
or specific interactions between PCMPS and the nearby
protein atoms in the NPexo-PCMPS structure. The con-
formation of the active site, the Zn binding site, and the overall
fold in the TCI-complexed structure remains close to those in
apo-NPexo (Figure 3A), showing that the PCMPS attachment
does not alter the structural integrity of NPexo. The ligation of
PCMPS, though, does affect the side chain orientation of
amino acids near Cys409, such as Glu339 and Arg551, to
accommodate for the volume of the TCI (Figure 3C). We also
determined the structure of NPexo complexed with PCMB at
2.2 Å resolution (NPexo-PCMB), which shows the same
binding mode as in the NPexo-PCMPS structure (Figure S3).

NPexo C409A Structures Reveal the TCI Targeting on
Alternative Cysteine Residues

With the exonuclease activity of NPexo C409A unaffected
(Figure S1B, C), PCMPS and PCMB still inhibit the mutant
enzyme with similar efficacies as in the case of the wild-type
(Figure 3D and Figure S4A). To elucidate the underlying

Figure 3. NPexo-PCMPS complex crystal structure. (A) Overall structure of the NPexo-PCMPS complex. The residues of apo- and PCMPS-bound
NPexo are displayed by transparent green and orange, respectively. The overall structure of the NPexo-PCMPS complex is very similar to that of
apo-NPexo. The right and left panels show that the active site and Zn binding site structures of the PCMPS-bound NPexo are very similar to those
in the apo-NPexo structure. (B) Omitted electron density map (Fo-Fc, 2.2 σ and 6.0 σ) of PCMPS in the NPexo-PCMPS complex. (C) PCMPS-
induced side chain movement. The side chains of apo-NPexo and PCMPS-bound NPexo are colored in green and orange, respectively. (D)
Inhibitor-coupled nuclease activity assays of mutated NPexo, C409A. The 2 μM NPexo C409A is inhibited by PCMPS or PCMB in a dose-
dependent manner. Most dsRNA substrate is not degraded with 10 μM PCMPS or 100 μM PCMB in the reaction mixture. Capital C stands for the
control group.
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mechanism, we determined the crystal structures of NPexo
C409A in the apo form (apo-NPexo C409A) and in the
complexed form with PCMPS (NPexo C409A-PCMPS) by
molecular replacement and SAD. The apo-NPexo C409A and
the wild-type apo-NPexo structures are essentially identical
(Figure S5), indicating that the enzyme structure is not
affected by the C409A mutation.
The NPexo C409A-PCMPS structure was resolved at 1.8 Å

resolution. There are two enzyme monomers in the
asymmetric unit as in the other PCMPS- or PCMB-bound
NPexo structures obtained in this work. The attached PCMPS
does not lead to a significant change in the asymmetric unit,
the duration for crystallization, and diffraction resolution of the
wild-type and mutated NPexo crystals. One of the monomers
is complexed with PCMPS (Figure S6A) and the other is
inhibitor free with an identical fold as in the apo-NPexo
C409A structure. With Cys409 mutated to alanine, PCMPS
forms a mercury−sulfur bond with Cys461 instead (Figure 4A,
B). The omit maps of PCMPS for this structure are shown in

Figure S7A. This result is a first demonstration that a TCI can
target alternative cysteine residues with specific preference.
The overall topology, active site, and zinc binding region

structures of NPexo C409A-PCMPS also show close
similarities with those in the apo form (Figure S7B). Cys461
is less exposed compared to Cys409 and is surrounded by α5
(Ser464-Gln474) and a β-strand (Lys480-Ile484) (Figure
S5C). Upon PCMPS attaching to Cys461, the Ser464 to
Asp466 region of α5 is slightly perturbed to move away from
Cys461, and the side chain of Asp483 also rotated away from
Cys461 (Figure 4B, C). These local structural changes revealed
in the NPexo C409A-PCMPS structure provide unprecedented
information on how the conformation near the region around
Cys461 would change to accommodate PCMPS. Similarly, in
the NPexo C409A-PCMB structure was resolved at 1.9 Å
resolution, the overall topology, active site, and the zinc
binding region remain close to those in the apo-NPexo C409A
structure. In NPexo C409A-PCMB, the inhibitor also ligates to

Figure 4. NPexo C409A-PCMPS complex crystal structure and liquid chromatography−mass spectrometry (LC-MS) analysis. (A) Overall
structure of the NPexo C409A-PCMPS complex. PCMPS binds to Cys461. (B, C) Closer view and structural comparison of the PCMPS binding
site. The apo-NPexo C409A and the PCMPS bound structures are displayed in green and blue, respectively. Black arrows indicate the moving paths
of structurally changed residues. (D) PCMPS or PCMB coupled nuclease activity assay of the double mutant, 2 μM C409A/C461A. Capital C
stands for the control group. (E, F) LC-MS spectrometry of 30 min PCMPS-treated wild-type NPexo or NPexo C409A. There are two and one
major PCMPS-bound protein peaks in wild-type NPexo and NPexo C409A, respectively. The molecular weight is increased by about 357 Da after
being bound by one PCMPS molecule.
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Cys461 and induces similar local perturbation as observed in
the NPexo C409A-PCMPS structure (Figure S8).
Aligning the apo-NPexo, NPexo-PCMPS, NPexo C409A-

PCMPS, and NPexo-dsRNA structures resolved here with the
dsRNA-NPexo structure (PDB code: 4FVU) illustrates that
Cys409 and Cys461 would not overlap or contact with the
bound dsRNA (Figure 7A). The orientations of the substrate
contacting residues as observed in the 4FVU structure,
including Asp426, Gln462, Asp465, and Arg492 also have
high similarities with those in the structures resolved here. A
slight but noticeable structural variation is at Asp465 in the
NPexo C409A-PCMPS structure (Figure 4C). In the 4FVU
substrate-bound structure, Asp465 near the TCI-ligation site
Cys461 interacts with the nonscissile strand of dsRNA.
When both Cys409 and Cys461 are mutated to alanine, the

exonuclease activity of the C409A/C461A double mutant
remains similar to that of the wild type as discussed earlier
(Figure S1). Furthermore, PCMPS and PCMB still inhibit the
activity of the double mutant (Figure 4D and Figure S4B).

Therefore, it is expected that PCMPS and PCMB target other
Cys residues, such as Cys506 or Cys529 for inhibition.
As an independent test for the sequential attachment of

PCMPS on Cys residues starting from Cys409, liquid
chromatography−mass spectrometry (LC-MS) experiments
were conducted on apo-wild-type NPexo, apo-NPexo C409A,
PCMPS-bound NPexo, and PCMPS-bound NPexo C409A.
The results are listed in Table S3. With 30 min of reaction
time, wild-type NPexo has two additional PCMPS bound
peaks, whereas NPexo C409A has only one, indicating that
Cys409 is indeed a more reactive site for PCMPS binding
(Figure 4E, F and Figure S9A, B). When the reaction time was
increased to 60 min, more PCMPS bound peaks are observed
in wild-type NPexo (four) and in NPexo C409A (three)
(Figure S9C, D), showing the sequential binding of PCMPS
after targeting Cys409. The multiple PCMPS bound peaks in
NPexo also demonstrate the vulnerability of other cysteine
sites in NPexo to PCMPS, consistent with its inhibition on the
C409A/C461A mutant (Figure 4D and Figure S4B).

Figure 5. Structural variation of apo- and PCMPS-bound NPexo during the all-atom MD simulations in explicit solvent. (A) Overall structure and
schematic representation of NPexo structural components with the key residues labeled. The structural changes during the NPexo-PCMPS
simulation are highlighted by gray arrows. (B) Conformational change as indicated by the Glu391-Oε1-Ser430-Oγ and His528-N-Ser430-O
distances during the apo-NPexo and NPexo-PCMPS simulations. Left and right panels represent the comparison with the initial crystal structure for
the representative conformations in the apo-NPexo and NPexo-PCMPS simulations, respectively. (C) Temporal variation of the Glu391-Oε1-
Ser430-Oγ and His528N-Ser430-O distances during the MD simulations. (D) Temporal variation of the PCMPS-Sι-Arg556-Nη and Ala440-O-
Arg561-N distances during the MD simulations. (E) Conformational change as indicated by the Ala440-Arg561 distance during the MD
simulations. Left and right panels represent the comparison with the initial crystal structures for the representative conformations in the apo-NPexo
and NPexo-PCMPS simulations, respectively. The initial crystal structure is displayed as a transparent mode.
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Structural Components of NPexo Exhibit Diverse
Flexibilities

With the NPexo structures unaffected after binding PCMPS or
PCMB, a potential cause for the inhibition from a distal site is
the local perturbation propagating through the interaction
network and allosterically modulate substrate binding and/or
catalysis. To investigate how PCMPS binding affects the
conformational dynamics, we performed all-atom MD
simulations starting from the newly solved X-ray structures
(apo-NPexo, NPexo-PCMPS, apo-NPexo C409A, NPexo
C409A-PCMPS) for a 10 μs production run. In all simulations,
an explicit solvent model is used for the aqueous environment,
and each sampled protein configuration is aligned to the initial
X-ray structure by the Cα atoms of β-core, including β1, β2,
and β3 as defined in Figure S12A. For other segments, the Cα

RMSDs (root-mean-square difference) to the X-ray coordi-
nates were also calculated, and their averaged values in MD
trajectories as summarized in Table S5 show diverse
conformational flexibilities.
In the apo-NPexo simulation, the β-core remains very close

to the initial X-ray structure (RMSD 0.9 ± 0.1 Å, Figure S12B
and Movie S1) and the DEDDh active site also has low and
plateaued values (1.3 ± 0.3 Å, Figure S12B). On the other
hand, the RNA-stacking lid (Leu420-Ala440) containing α2
(Leu420-Ser430) and α3 (Val435-Ala440) is more mobile
(RMSD 2.6 ± 0.5 Å) and the general-base containing loop
(Val513-His528) exhibits very significant fluctuation (RMSD
8.0 ± 2.6 Å, Figure S12B and Movie S1). The RNA stacking
lid contains Asp426 involved in substrate binding24 and forms
a lidlike motif around the active site with the general-base
containing loop (Figure 5A). Ser430 in the same helix α2 with
Asp426 hydrogen bonds to active site Glu391 in β1 and
His528 in β7, and they remain stable in the apo-NPexo
simulation (Figure 5A and 5B). On the other side of the RNA-
stacking lid, the 6-residue helix α3 (Val435-Ala440) couples to

the nearby α8 (Arg556-Val559) as indicated by the backbone
hydrogen bonding between Ala440 and Arg561 (Figure 5E). In
summary, the flexible RNA-stacking lid is specifically coupled
to the nearby general base-containing loop and α8 in the apo-
NPexo simulation.

TCI-Induced Perturbation Propagates Across the NPexo
Interaction Network

The effects of PCMPS ligating to Cys409 are studied by the
NPexo-PCMPS simulation starting from the X-ray structure.
The β-core remains close to the initial coordinates as they do
in the apo-NPexo simulation (RMSD 0.9 ± 0.2 Å, Figure S12C
and Movie S2). The DEDDh cluster of the active site, though,
exhibits higher RMSD (2.6 ± 0.8 Å). Furthermore, the RNA
stacking lid detaches from β1 and experiences a drastic
conformational change, leading to α2 helix turning into a loop
(RMSD 11.6 ± 6.0 Å, Figure 5B, C and Movie S2). As a result,
the hydrogen bonds of Ser430 with Glu391 and His528 that
remain stable in the apo-NPexo simulation are disrupted in the
NPexo-PCMPS simulation (Figure 5B, C).
With the TCI ligated to Cys409 at β3, the side-chain

orientation of the nearby Arg551 is altered by PCMPS as
shown in the X-ray structure (Figure 3C). In the NPexo-
PCMPS simulation, the negatively charged PCMPS sulfate
indeed strongly interacts with the Arg551 side chain (Figure
5A). Second, the side chain of nearby Arg556 in α8 is also
drawn closer to PCMPS in the NPexo-PCMPS simulation,
causing α8 to migrate toward β3 in the core (Figure 5A). This
shift disrupts the Ala440-Arg561 coupling as in the apo-NPexo
simulation since Arg561 is in α8 (Figure 5D, 5E). Although
Ala440 is in the RNA-stacking region, losing this coupling with
α8 leads to the drastic conformational change of the RNA-
stacking lid with α2 melting in the NPexo-PCMPS simulation
(Figure 5B). As mentioned earlier, the α2 helix contains
Asp426 that participates in RNA binding. Therefore, the
perturbation of PCMPS ligating to C409 can propagate to

Figure 6. Structural variation of apo- and PCMPS-bound NPexo C409A during the all-tom MD simulations in explicit solvent. (A, B) Temporal
variation of the PCMPS-Sι-Arg468-Nη, Asp389-Cα-Asp466-Cα, and Glu391-Oε-Ser430-Oγ distances in the apo-NPexo C409A and NPexo C409A-
PCMPS simulations. (C) Structural comparison around the PCMPS binding region for the representative conformations in the apo-NPexo C409A
and NPexo C409A-PCMPS. Up and down panels show the conformational change around the α5 and α2 components, respectively. The initial
crystal structure is displayed as a transparent mode.
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affect the RNA-stacking lid and in turn its ability to recruit and
couple to substrates. In several independent MD simulations,
Arg556 shifting to interact with PCMPS is consistently
observed.

NPexo C409A-PCMPS Simulation Reveals an Alternative
Long-Range Effect

After mutating Cys409 to alanine, PCMPS targets Cys461 as
illustrated in the newly solved apo-NPexo C409A and NPexo
C409A-PCMPS structures. These X-ray coordinates were used
to initiate the apo-NPexo C409A and NPexo C409A-PCMPS
simulations to reveal the impact of PCMPS attaching to
Cys461. In the apo-NPexo C409A simulation, the β-core and
the active site exhibit small RMSD as they do in the apo-
NPexo simulation. Behaviors of the RNA-stacking region and
the general base containing loop are also similar to those of the
wildtype (Figures S12B and S13A and Movie S3). In the
NPexo C409A-PCMPS simulation, although the β-core
remains stable, the DEDDh cluster and α5 (Ser464-Gln474)
exhibit significantly larger RMSDs (Figure S13B). The RNA-
stacking lid and the general-base containing loop also have
high RMSD values with a significant conformational shift
occurring around 6.7 μs of the NPexo C409A-PCMPS
trajectory.
Cys461 locates in a strand at the N-terminal side of α5 that

contains the active site residue Asp466 and the RNA
contacting residue Asp465. In the NPexo C409A-PCMPS
simulation, the PCMPS sulfonate interacts with the side chain
of Arg468 in α5, causing the helix to shift (Figure 6A, C and
Movie S4). Since Asp466 in the active site is also in α5, the
DEDDh cluster has much higher RMSD in the NPexo C409A-
PCMPS simulation comparing to that in the apo-NPexo
C409A simulation. Such active site deformation (Figure 6A,
C) due to Asp466 moving toward PCMPS can be further

illustrated by the longer distance between the Asp466 Cα and
that of Asp389, another DEDDh residue (Figure 6A). In
addition to perturbing the structure of the DEDDh cluster, the
PCMPS induced variation can also propagate to affect
substrate binding because the Cys461 containing α5 is in
contact with the loop between β1 and β2 that is next to α2 in
the RNA stacking lid. Indeed, the conformational shift starting
at 6.7 μs of the NPexo C409A-PCMPS simulation involves α5,
the DEDDh cluster, the RNA stacking lid, and the general base
containing loop (Figure S13B). The aforementioned hydrogen
bonding between Ser430 (α2) in the RNA stacking region and
Glu391 in the active site is also lost upon this conformational
shift, whereas this interaction is well maintained in the apo-
NPexo C409A simulation (Figure 6B, C). Compared to the
wildtype case of targeting C409, the long-range effects of
PCMPS ligating to Cys461 follows a distinct route, but in both
cases, the impact of local perturbation can propagate to the
RNA stacking lid of NPexo and affect the conformation
therein.

Testing the Mechanism of TCI-Induced Allosteric
Inhibition

After ligating to NPexo, PCMPS electrostatically interacts with
the surrounding Arg residues and hence their original
couplings to other amino acids in the protein interaction
network. Concomitantly, the domino-like propagation of local
perturbation can lead to changes in the RNA-binding lid
conformation as indicated by all-atom MD simulations. A key
prediction of this allosteric inhibition is that substrate binding
would be affected by PCMPS as supported by the cases of
CRN-4 and RNase T DEDDh family members.14 To test this
mechanism on NPexo, we used inhibitor-coupled DNA/RNA
binding assays to measure the impact of TCI on substrate
binding.14

Figure 7. Inhibitor coupled DNA/RNA binding assays. (A) Structural superposition of the NPexo-dsRNA complex (PDB accession code 3MWP),
the NPexo-PCMPS complex, and the NPexo C409A-PCMPS complex. The structure of the NPexo-dsRNA complex is colored light gray. PCMPS
and the attached cysteine in the NPexo-PCMPS complex and in the NPexo C409A-PCMPS complex are colored orange and blue, respectively.
PCMPS does not overlap or have contact with dsRNA. (B) Substrate binding of 20 μM wild-type and mutated NPexo is abolished by PCMPS or
PCMB as the bands of the protein−RNA complex disappear in their presence. (C) Substrate binding of 10 μM TREX1 and 50 μM Exo X is
reduced by PCMPS or PCMB. The bands of the protein−DNA complex disappear or are lowered in the presence of PCMPS and PCMB. Capital C
stands for the control group.
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Figure 7B shows that in the presence of 0.2 mM PCMPS or
0.5 mM PCMB, the band of NPexo-RNA complexes
disappears. Clearly, the organomercurial attachment decreases
the ability of the wild-type and the mutant NPexos in binding
RNA as suggested by the mechanism of allosteric inhibition.
PCMPS and PCMB reducing substrate binding in DEDDh
exonucleases was also tested and confirmed for TREX1 and
Exo X (Figure 7C). Our binding assay measurements show
that PCMPS and PCMB inhibit the substrate binding in
DEDDh exonucleases.

■ DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Our demonstration of the broad inhibition on DEDDh
exonucleases by PCMPS and PCMB, including TREX1,
SARS-CoV-2 nsp14, and NPexo, illustrates the evident
potential of TCIs in antiviral and/or anticancer therapies.
The first TCI-complexed structures for a DEDDh family
member were resolved here and uncover that the ligated
cysteine residues are distal to the active and substrate-binding
sites. Mutating the first binding site Cys409 in NPexo leads to
PCMPS or PCMB targeting Cys461 instead. Switching of the
ligated residues is also observed in the PMB bound
hemoglobin.7 Such a sequential preference of TCI targeting
alternative cysteine residues shows the existence of multiple
pathways for exonuclease inhibition, which is a potentially very
useful property in therapeutic applications.
With PCMPS or PCMB not blocking the access to the active

and substrate-binding sites, how TCI binding at a distal residue
inhibits the exonuclease activity is via a missing mechanistic
connection between the structural and activity data. The
NPexo all-atom MD simulations conducted here elucidate the
diverse flexibilities of different structural motifs in an aqueous
environment and the domino propagation of the TCI-induced
local perturbation to affect the RNA-binding lid conformation.
It has been anticipated that the sulfonate moiety of PCMPS
might affect the protein function by interacting with nearby
amino acids,34−36 and our MD simulations and analysis
provide a first illustration for the long-range propagation of
such local perturbation. This allosteric inhibition mechanism
by TCI is consistent with a number of experimental
observations. The prediction of PCMPS or PCMB affecting
the RNA binding in NPexo is confirmed by our inhibitor-
coupled DNA/RNA binding assays. The behaviors of organo-
mercurial enzyme inhibition being distinct to that of HgCl2

34

are also in line with the primary role coming from the TCI
sulfonate but not the mercury atom as revealed by our all-atom
MD simulations. Another prediction is that the inhibition
capability of PCMPS would be stronger than that of PCMB for
its larger and more extended sulfonate, which agrees with our
activity measurements.
The allostery of TCI ligation also calls for caution in its

usage of probing protein functional properties, because the
observed changes may not reflect the intrinsic behaviors of the
target. For example, using PCMPS to study the importance of
cysteine residues in protein oligomerization7,9 is not
recommended because TCI could bind a residue at the
protein−protein interaction zone.37 Even if the ligation site is
not at the interface, the potential allosteric effects of TCI may
modulate the conformation of the structural motif responsible
for oligomerization. Similarly, using an organomercurial in
combination with mutagenesis to identify the important
residues for substrate binding and catalysis likely reveals the

allosteric effects of the TCI instead of the residue’s intrinsic
functional property, and ultracaution is hence recommended.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Protein Expression and Purification

Recombinant RNase T, Exo X, TREX1, and TREX2 were prepared as
described in earlier works.14,38,39 The gene of SARS-CoV-2 nsp14 was
cloned into the NdeI/XhoI sites of pET-28a (Novagen, USA). SARS-
CoV-2 nsp14 protein was expressed in the E. coli BL21-CodonPlus
(DE3)-RIPL strain and sequentially purified by cobalt-based
chromatography column (HiTrap TALON crude 5 mL, GE
Healthcare), HiTrap Q column (GE Healthcare, USA), HiTrap SP
column (GE Healthcare, USA), and gel filtration chromatography
column (Superdex 75, GE Healthcare, USA). Purified nsp14 was
stored in 50 mM Tris, pH 7, 300 mM NaCl. The exonuclease domain
(342−569 a.a.) of NPexo from Lassa fever Virus was cloned into
expression vectors pET-28c (Novagen, USA) to generate the N-
terminal His-tagged fusion protein. The plasmid was transformed into
E. coli Tuner (DE3) strain cultured in LB medium supplemented with
35 μg/mL Kanamycin. Cells were grown to an O.D.600 of 0.5−0.6
and induced by 1 mM IPTG at 18 °C for 18 h. The harvested cells
were lysed through sonication and passed through a Ni-NTA resin
affinity column (Qiagen Inc., USA) or a cobalt-based chromatography
column (HiTrap TALON crude 5 mL, GE Healthcare) using a
standard protocol. The protein sample was further purified by a
HiTrap Heparin column (GE Healthcare, USA) and a gel filtration
chromatography column (Superdex 200, GE Healthcare, USA).
Purified NPexo samples were concentrated to 23−30 mg/mL in 300
mM NaCl and 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.0). Mutated NPexos were
purified by the same procedure.

Nuclease Activity Assays

The sequences of DNA or RNA substrates are listed in Table S1.
DNA/RNA substrates were labeled with FAM at the 5′-end by
MDBio, Inc., Taiwan. Inhibitors including PCMPS (C367750,
Toronto Research Chemicals) and PCMB (55540, Sigma-Aldrich)
were mixed with target proteins at room temperature for 10 min. The
labeled substrates (0.5 μM) were incubated with target proteins or
target protein-inhibitor mixture at 37 °C at 120 mM NaCl, 20 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 7.0, and 2 mM MgCl2 for 30−60 min. The protein
concentrations used in the nuclease activity are list as following:
RNase T (0.5 μM), ExoX (0.2 μM), TREX1 (0.1 μM), TREX2 (0.2
μM), NPexo (2 μM), and nsp14 (4 μM). The reaction was stopped
by adding 2× TBE−urea sample loading buffer (G-Biosciences, USA)
at 95 °C for 5 min. The DNA digestion patterns were resolved on
20% denaturing polyacrylamide gels and visualized by ultraviolet light.

Crystallization and Crystal Structural Determination

Wild-type and mutated NPexos (23−30 mg/mL) were mixed with
inhibitors for 10 min before crystallization. Detailed information
regarding crystallization conditions of the six structures resolved here
are shown in Table S2. All crystals were cryoprotected by Paraton-N
(Hampton Research, USA) for data collection at BL13C1, BL13B1,
BL15A1, and TPS05A in NSRRC, Taiwan. All diffraction data were
processed by HKL2000, and diffraction statistics are listed in Table 1.
Structures were solved by the molecular replacement method (MR)
or single-wavelength anomalous diffraction (SAD). The crystal
structure of Lassa nucleoprotein with dsRNA (PDB: 4G9Z) was
used as the search model for MR method, and phasing was done by
MOLREP of CCP4.40 The programs SHELX C/D/E, Phaser and DM
in CCP440 or AutoSol of PHENIX 1.13_2998 were used for SAD
phasing. Only one Hg site was identified and used in solving the phase
problem. The FOM value is higher than 0.3 in Phaser and higher than
0.6 in DM. The models were built by Coot-0.8.1 and refined by
PHEXIX-1.9−1692.41 Diffraction structure factors and structural
coordinates were deposited in the RCSB Protein Data Bank with the
PDB ID code of 7V37 (apo-NPexo), 7V38 (NPexo-PCMPS
complex), 7V39 (NPexo-PCMB complex), 7V3A (apo-NPexo
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C409A), 7V3B (NPexo C409A-PCMPS complex), and 7V3C (NPexo
C409A-PCMB complex).
Organomercurials can be used as additives in X-ray crystallography

to improve crystal quality,42 to promote growth of highly ordered
crystals,43 or to be used as heavy-atom references in the socking
methods for solving the phasing problem44 by multiwavelength
anomalous diffraction.45 The structural analysis conducted in work
indeed demonstrates that PCMPS and PCMB have sufficient power
to solve the phasing problem for the NPexo protein of 250 amino
acids by single-anomalous diffraction. Furthermore, superposition of
our wild-type and PCMPS- or PCMB-bound structures of NPexo
illustrates that formation of the mercury−sulfur bond does not affect
protein structures and only perturb local conformation in the
crystalline environment. Applying these organomercurials in crystal
growth or for solving the phase problem thus appears to be a
reasonable strategy concerning the structure of a monomeric protein.

Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulation

The all-atom models of apo-NPexo, NPexo-PCMPS, apo-NPexo
C409A, and NPexo-C409A-PCMPS simulations were developed from
the 7 V37, 7 V38, 7 V3A, and 7 V3B X-ray structures resolved in this
work. The CHARMM36 all-atom protein force field46 was used to
describe the molecular interaction energetics. The molecular
mechanics force field of PCMPS-modified cysteine side chain was
constructed following the CHARMM parametrization protocol47

using the fftk tooltkit48 implemented in VMD.49 The details of this
parametrization and the resulting force field is reported in the
Supplementary Methods. Each protein system is solvated in a cubic
box of TIP3P water50 with counterions at the 1.5 mM ionic strength.
After 6 ns of heating and equilibration, the production run is
conducted at 310 K and 1.103 bar for 10 μs. The sampled
configurations are saved every 1 ps for analysis. The other details of
the all-atom MD simulations are reported in the Supplementary
Methods, Table S4, and Figures S10 and S11.

DNA/RNA-Binding Assays

The FAM-labeled double-stranded 20-bp RNA or 708 bp-long PCR
product were used as binding substrates of various DEDDh
exonucleases, including NPexo (20 μM), TREX1 (10 μM) and Exo
X (50 μM). For each DEDDh exonuclease, mixing with an inhibitor
was conducted at room temperature for 10 min. A DNA/RNA
substrate was then incubated with an exonuclease/inhibitor mixture in
a buffer containing 120 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 and 10
mM EDTA, at room temperature for 30 min. After incubation, the
reaction mixture was applied to 20% TBE gels or agarose gels for
visualization by ultraviolet light.

Liquid Chromatography−Mass Spectrometry Analysis

To track the PCMPS reaction evolution with NPexo, we prepared the
different time-dependent binding reactions by mixing 50 μL of 500
μM purified wild-type or mutated NPexo with 5 μL of 10 mM
PCMPS into 2 mL of 120 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.0, 2 mM
MgCl2. The protein−ligand mixtures were then desalted to remove
the free PCMPS and salt by discontinuous diafiltration using the
Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal filters (Millipore). The desalted samples
were dried by a vacuum concentrator and then resuspended with 50%
acetonitriles and 2% formic acid for further LC-MS analysis.
An UltiMate 3000 UHPLC (Dionex) coupled with an Impact HD

Q-TOF mass spectrometer (Bruker) was used for LC-MS analysis.
The chromatographic separation was carried out on a Thermo
Acclaim C18 column (2.1 × 100 mm, 2.2 μm) with elution gradient
program of 20% to 100% acetonitrile in 20 min. The eluted samples
were then protonated by the positive ion mode of electrospray
ionization source (ESI+) in mass spectrometer. The mass spectra
were collected over the mass range of m/z 50−1500 at a resolving
power of 40 000. The collected data were processed and analyzed by
Compass Data Analysis 4.1 (Bruker, Germany). The ESI Compass
Maximum Entropy deconvolution algorithm over the mass range of
20 000 to 30 000 Da was used for neutral mass spectra analysis.
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Accession Codes

Coordinates and structure factors were deposited in Protein
Data Bank under accession code 7V37 (apo-NPexo), 7V38
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